
COP28 Vision 12-10-23@9:25am

Today is 12-10-23. It is actually 12:31 p.m. my time. This Vision came at
12-10-23@

9:35 am and I'm just going to start and read it. Father God I'm here. (It's called
the

cop28 vision and honestly, I thought it had already been…came to pass because
last year it was like early November. And the only reason I remember that is
somebody had sent a question about cop 27. I hadn't even thought of it. I don't
focus on these things; I pray and ask the Lord is there something he wants to
showme.)

Father God, I am here. I’ve been spending time with you alone since yesterday.
I had actually sequestered myself most of the day. Is there anything you want
to showme? (

I see a large boardroom like table. There are brown, medium brown folders
upon it. At the head of the table is standing the antichrist. He has his hands on
the table and is leaning forward in his black, expensive business suit and crisp
white shirt. I had the sense it is within the hours of evening and this meeting is
not for the world's eyes to hear or see.

The tabletop finishes light in color with the brown folders contrasting against
its brightness. And he crashed his speaking. I'm not able to see the whole table
but I see enough to know there are some of these folders lying in front of
people who are sitting at the table. But all I can see is of a few from a little
below their elbows and downward.

On the left facing of antichrist, I see a pair of dark hands reaching for one of
the brown folders in front of him. They're man's hands and around his arms he
loose sleeves of a brightly colored garment. I see reds, greens, blue and gold in
a pattern that reminds me of an African style clothing. The man is now opening
the folder. The papers are white inside. Stamped with red ink is a word.
“Original.” It looks like some kind of o�cial contractor agreement.



I see on the other side of the table, while antichrist is still speaking, a man with
older looking hands of lighter skin with the white sleeves of his shirt appearing
beneath the gray sleeves of, I can tell, belonging to his business suit. (I can tell
by the way the sleeves are made it’s a suit.) Now he has opened one of his
folders too. It has the same red word “original” stamped upon its paper.

Now I can hear what antichrist is saying:

“You have been gathered here for the final reading and signing of our
agreement. Each of you shall control the land as it has been divided in our
previous meetings. All ten kings are to still answer to me directly. As head of
your kingdom, you will enjoy the benefits of being loyal to me. If you will read
through it one more time, then we can sign our agreement and you will
o�cially be the heads of states of my 10 kingdoms under my rule as your world
ruler. It's time for me to take my rule of this world above ground instead of
ruling in the secret of the shadows.”

I hear a murmur of approval, then it becomes quieter, and I can hear the sound
of rustling papers. I see ten pairs of hands now around the table. I hear a door
open, and someone walks in up behind antichrist. It is the red haired nephilim
woman Sarina I have seen so many times by dreams and visions.

“A word with youmy king she says quickly. Antichrist looks around then
nodded his head. I now realize there are guards inside this room, and they are
tall like giants. Antichrist nods at one near him and then speaks to those at the
table.

“Excuse me, I have a small matter to attend to. Please continue reading but you
must wait & your agreement when I am present period” then he turned and
stepped outside the door with the taller nephilim Sarina following. “What is
it?” Antichrist asked.

(“Father God, I see it also clearly.”)

The nephilim responds, “Everything is awaiting your final approval for the
arrangements to go forth for the resigning of the foretold covenant of peace.
Shall I tell them to proceed your Highness?” I can see any Christ face and he
has a horrible devilish grin on it that reaches to his blue-black soulless eyes.



“Tell them to proceed. The 10 kings shall sign their agreement in blood
momentarily and then nothing can prevent my full rise to power. Proceed
Sarina, tell them to prepare the contract agreement where it will be rea�rmed
once again before this COP28meeting above ground will come to its end. It is
all proceeding on schedule.

The vision is gone. Now it is gone.

“Father God what does it mean?” “It means the dividing of the land into 10
kingdoms for the antichris’st kings to rule is being signed by agreement in
blood during the COP28meetings presented to your world under the guise of
peace. These activities are being held below the ground level of the Earth's
surface while the other parts of the forming of antichrist’s kingdom to come
are being done above ground in plain sight, with very few people to see the
truth of what is actually being done and what is bringing to fruition. The rise of
antichrist to power above the Earth's surface as ruler along with his unified
church, government andmoney. This is the time you are living in little
daughter.”

“Father God, what do you want me to do with this? Am I to pray and keep it to
myself or share it?” “You share it daughter. Make my children aware of what is
going on! Those who are fully awake in me.” “Okay, with your help and in
Jesus Christ’s name I will.”
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